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type screw dislocation problem in the sector is obtained through ﬁnite Fourier cosine
transform. Exact closed-form solutions for the displacement and stress ﬁelds are also pre-
sented. Next, using a distributed dislocation method, integral equations of the sectors
weakened by cracks and cavities under an anti-plane traction are obtained. The defects
are assumed to be located only in one of the sub-sector regions. The obtained equations
for the latter problem are of the Cauchy singular type and have been solved numerically.
Several examples are presented to demonstrate the efﬁciency and applicability of the pro-
posed solution procedure. The geometric and force singularities of the stress ﬁeld are stud-
ied and compared to those reported in the literature.
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In composite and dissimilar materials there are often regions with high stress gradient because of the existence of defects
(cracks/cavities). These regions can be the primary sources of failure in mechanical components, even under moderate load
magnitudes. As a ﬁrst step during a design process, the theoretical/numerical stress analysis of such domains should be per-
formed. Theoretical methods are essential for solving crack problems for two main reasons. First, they provide an explicit
form of singularities and asymptotic results that may be used to analyze and interpret experimental data and also to enhance
the accuracy of numerical solutions. Secondly, they can provide accurate solutions for relatively simple parts/crack geome-
tries and for certain idealized material behavior that could be used as benchmark problems for numerical procedures [1].
Consequently, the theoretical stress analysis of mechanical domains with simple geometries, such as rectangles, sectors
and wedges have been of interest to the researchers in the applied mechanics ﬁeld.
For the anti-plane elasticity problems, dislocation methods in obtaining a solution of a given crack problem is well-
known, speciﬁcally because a dislocation solution is a Green’s function solution of the crack problems [2]. There are limited
numbers of investigations on the anti-plane elasticity problems in ﬁnite dissimilar domains weakened by defects, including
the work of Matbuly and Nassar [3]. In the study by Matbuly and Nassar [3], the anti-plane stress analysis of two interfacial
cracks located between two dissimilar orthotropic rectangular planes under shear loading was investigated. Using the ﬁnite
Fourier transforms, the problem was reduced to a system of singular integral equations with Cauchy type singularities,
which were then solved numerically to calculate the stress intensity factor (SIF) at crack tips. The work was considered
as the reexamination and further development of the problem studied by Li and Duan [4] using a single interfacial crack.
The stress analysis of wedges and sectors has also been considered by several investigators in the past. Let us ﬁrst focus on
those investigations that have considered wedges and/or sectors with no defects. The problem of anti-plane stress analysis of. All rights reserved.
fax: +98 241 515 2762.
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nally considered by Kargarnovin et al. [5] and Kargarnovin and Fariborz [6]. The wedge with different boundary conditions
and the geometric and load singularities was analyzed using the ﬁnite Mellin transform. Similarly, the stress analysis of an
anisotropic ﬁnite wedge under anti-plane deformation has been the subject of the study by Shahani [7]. In the latter work, by
means of the above-mentioned stress ﬁeld and changing only the apex angle of a ﬁnite wedge, the SIF of an edge crack in
circular shafts as well as that of bonded wedges and bonded half planes were evaluated. More recently, the SIF of double
cantilever beams (DCBs) has been extracted by Shahani [8]. Solutions of dissimilar isotropic wedges exposed to anti-plane
point forces and screw dislocations were studied by Lin and Ma [9] via the Mellin transform and an image method. Wedges
with an equal apex angle and also various boundary conditions on their edges were attached to each other along an interface.
The Peach–Koehler equation was then used to drive the stress ﬁeld of the image forces exerted on screw dislocations. In an-
other study, the solution for an isotropic sector/wedge subjected to anti-plane shear loadings on the circular edge of wedge
was attained by Chen and Wang [10]. A variety of boundary conditions consist of ﬁxed and traction free conditions was con-
sidered on straight edges of a ﬁnite wedge. The ﬁnite Mellin transform in conjunction with Laplace transform was used to
solve the problems. The stress concentration of wedge apex was also studied for various edge boundary conditions.
Next, let us review earlier investigations on wedges and sectors that involve the presence of multiple defects. Anti-plane
stress analysis of inﬁnite wedges with a ﬁnite number of collinear cracks bisecting the wedge angle has been studied by
Mkhitaryan et al. [11]. The anti-symmetric mixed boundary conditions given on both wedge-faces are composed of given
displacement and stress components on the nonintersecting intervals. The Mellin integral transformation in association with
the methods of solution of singular integral equations was used to drive the closed form solution of resultant mixed bound-
ary problem. The crack opening and also SIF on cracks tips were calculated. The anti-plane stress analysis of an anisotropic
ﬁnite wedge weakened by single radial crack was carried out by Shahani and Ghadiri [12]. The governing equation of the
problem was ﬁrst rewritten in the complex form by introducing appropriate complex variables and functions (for more
mathematical details, also see [13]). The solution of the problem was continued using some ﬁnite complex transforms
[7], which had complex analogies to the standard ﬁnite Mellin transforms of the ﬁrst and second types. Finally, the SIF at
the crack tips were attained by means of a numerical solution of ensuing singular dual integral equations.
More recently, the anti-plane stress analysis of inﬁnite wedges weakened by multiple cracks was treated by Faal et al.
[14]. The stress ﬁled of an uncracked wedge under the point traction on the wedge edges was also obtained using the Mellin
transform. In another work by Faal et al. [15], the Mellin transform in conjunction with an image method was used to ana-
lyze the anti-plane stress ﬁeld of ﬁnite wedges weakened by multiple cavities. Moreover, the stress ﬁeld of undamaged ﬁnite
wedge under concentrated traction on the edges was attained. For both above-mentioned studies, various types of boundary
conditions were assumed.
According to the brief review above, the stress analysis of dissimilar sectors weakened by multiple, arbitrarily shaped de-
fects located at one the sectors with two circular ﬁxed edges has not been studied earlier. In this article, the classical theory
of elasticity for the stress analysis of a dissimilar sector (i.e., containing two isotropic sub-sectors of different materials) in
the presence of Volterra-type screw dislocations in one of the sub-sectors is ﬁrst presented (Section 2). For the simplicity of
the dislocation solution we offer the dislocation arc instead of dislocation line to deﬁne the dislocation path. This arc is par-
allel with the interface of two sub-sectors. The results in this section have been validated by available dislocation solutions of
isotropic ﬁnite wedges in the literature. Next, the stress analysis of a dissimilar sector under point and patch loading is stud-
ied for a particular boundary condition where the loading is applied on one of the sub-sectors (Section 3). Similar to Section
2, the results for a special case of the study (ﬁnite wedge) are validated via those reported in the literature. Methodologically,
Buckner’s principle can be used to analyze sectors weakened by multiple defects consist of cracks and cavities using results
of Sections 2 and 3. This approach is shown in Section 4. In the same section, a distributed dislocation method is employed to
obtain integral equations for the dissimilar sector deformation, and subsequently a set of relationships for the calculation of
stress intensity factors and dimensionless hoop stresses on cavities are derived in terms of the dislocation density function.
According to the principles of elasticity, the cavities are considered as closed embedded curved cracks without singularity. In
Section 4, a method for solving the resultant integral equations is also proposed following the work of Faal et al. [16], where
the solution of Erdogan et al. [17] was generalized such that both cavities and embedded/edge cracks can be taken into ac-
count simultaneously. Finally, numerical examples are presented in Section 5 and results are compared to those of isotropic
media. Concluding remarks are included in Section 6.2. Formulation of problem
In crack problems, a so called ‘distributed dislocation technique’ is often used in treating cracks with smooth geometries
[2]. The method relies on the knowledge of stress ﬁeld due to a single dislocation in the region of interest. For a dissimilar
sector containing a screw dislocation, the method can be developed under anti-plane deformation as follows. Let us consider
an dissimilar sector (Fig. 1(a)) with inner and outer radii R1 and R3 and the sector angle a.
The sector consists of two different isotropic sub-sectors (with an identical apex angle) which are attached to each other
along one of their circular edges with the radiusR2. The origin of polar coordinate is located at the center of circular edges of
sectors and the angle h is measured from the polar axis (lower edges of the sector). The regions R1 6 r 6 R2 < R3 and
R2 6 r 6 R3 are designated as sub-sectors 1 and 2, respectively. The circular edges of the dissimilar sector are ﬁxed. The only
Fig. 1. A dissimilar sector under anti-plane loading.
R.T. Faal et al. / Applied Mathematical Modelling 37 (2013) 265–283 267nonzero displacement component under anti-plane deformation is the out of plane component w(r,h) in each region. The
equilibrium equation in the absence of body forces in the polar coordinates can be written asosrz
or
þ 1
r
oshz
oh
þ srz
r
¼ 0: ð1ÞThe constitutive equations for non-vanishing stress components aresrz ¼ Gk owor ; k ¼ 1;2;
shz ¼ Gk 1r
ow
oh
; k ¼ 1;2;
ð2Þwhere G1 and G2 are the shear moduli of the sub-sectors 1 and 2, respectively. Note that the present work is based on the
linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) assumptions, thus the stress ﬁeld near the crack tip is calculated using the theory of
elasticity and the constitutive equations (2) are valid under moderate loadings. Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) leads tor2
o2w
or2
þ r ow
or
þ o
2w
oh2
¼ 0: ð3ÞFinite Fourier cosine transform for a sufﬁciently regular and periodic function f(h) is deﬁned asFðnÞ ¼
Z a
0
f ðhÞ cosnph
a
dh: ð4ÞThe inverse of ﬁnite Fourier cosine transform yieldsf ðhÞ ¼ 2
a
X1
n¼1
FðnÞ cosnph
a
: ð5ÞThe traction-free condition on the sector straight edges and also the ﬁxed edge conditions at the edge r = R1 and r = R3 imply
thatowðr;0Þ
oh
¼ 0;
owðr;aÞ
oh
¼ 0;
wðR1; hÞ ¼ 0;
wðR3; hÞ ¼ 0:
ð6ÞApplication of ﬁnite Fourier cosine transform (4) to Eq. (3) and viewing the boundary conditions (6) leads tor2
o2Wðr;nÞ
or2
þ r oWðr;nÞ
or
 n2j2Wðr;nÞ ¼ 0; ð7Þwhere j ¼ pa and W(r,n) is the ﬁnite Fourier cosine transform of w(r,h). The general solution of Eq. (7) is obtained as
Wðr;nÞ ¼ Aknrnj þ Bknrnj; k ¼ 1;2;3; ð8Þwhere the constants Akn and Bkn should be determined by applying appropriate boundary and continuity conditions. The
index k = 1, 2, 3 is used to refer to the regions R1 6 r 6 R2, R2 6 r 6 a and a 6 r 6 R3, respectively, where a is the radius of
the dislocation cut. By virtue of Eqs. (5) and (8), the out of plane component w(r,h) is readily written as
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a
X1
n¼1
ðAknrnj þ BknrnjÞ cosnjh; k ¼ 1;2;3: ð9ÞA Volterra type screw dislocation with Burgers vector d is situated at the the point (a,b) of the sector shear moduli G2 with
the dislocation arc r = a. Here we offer the dislocation arc instead of dislocation line (see [14–16,18]). The boundary condition
representing this dislocation under anti-plane deformation iswðaþ; hÞ wða; hÞ ¼ dHðb hÞ; ð10Þ
where H is the Heaviside step function. The continuity condition (self-equilibrium of stress) in the sector containing the dis-
location is as follows.srzðaþ; hÞ ¼ srzða; hÞ: ð11Þ
Continuity of displacements and stress at the interface of two sectors (r = R2) imply thatw R2 ; h
  ¼ w Rþ2 ; h ;
srz R2 ; h
  ¼ srz Rþ2 ; h : ð12ÞApplying the ﬁnite Fourier cosine transform to Eqs. (10)–(12) results inWðaþ;nÞ Wða; nÞ ¼ da
np
sinnjb;
oWðaþ;nÞ
or
 oWða
;nÞ
or
¼ 0;
W R2 ;n
 W Rþ2 ; n  ¼ 0;
oW
or
R2 ;n
  G oW
or
Rþ2 ;n
  ¼ 0;
ð13Þwhere G = G2/G1. The ﬁrst pair of boundary conditions (6) is readily satisﬁed. Applying the second pair of boundary condi-
tions (6) and the continuity (13) to Eq. (8) gives the following relations:A1nR
nj
1 þ B1nRnj1 ¼ 0;
A3nR
nj
3 þ B3nRnj3 ¼ 0;
A1nR
nj
2 þ B1nRnj2
  A2nRnj2 þ B2nRnj2  ¼ 0;
A1nR
nj
2  B1nRnj2
  G A2nRnj2  B2nRnj2  ¼ 0;
ðA3nanj þ B3nanjÞ  ðA2nanj þ B2nanjÞ ¼ danp sinnjb;
ðA3nanj  B3nanjÞ  ðA2nanj  B2nanjÞ ¼ 0:
ð14ÞSolution of Eq. (14) givesA1n ¼  dap Ga
nj ða=R3Þ2nj þ 1
 
Kn;
B1n ¼ dap G R
2
1=a
 nj
ða=R3Þ2nj þ 1
 
Kn;
A2n ¼  da2p a
njðða=R3Þ2nj þ 1Þ ðGþ 1Þ  ðR1=R2Þ2njðG 1Þ
 
Kn;
B2n ¼  da2p R
2
2=a
 nj
ða=R3Þ2nj þ 1
 
ðG 1Þ  ðR1=R2Þ2njðGþ 1Þ
 
Kn;
A3n ¼  da2p a=R
2
3
 nj
ðGþ 1Þð1þ ðR1=aÞ2njÞ  ðG 1ÞððR1=R2Þ2nj þ ðR2=aÞ2njÞ
 
Kn;
B3n ¼ da2p a
nj ðGþ 1Þð1þ ðR1=aÞ2njÞ  ðG 1ÞððR1=R2Þ2nj þ ðR2=aÞ2njÞ
 
Kn;
ð15Þwhere Kn = sinnjb/n((G + 1)(1  (R1/R3)2nj) + (G  1)((R2/R3)2nj  (R1/R2)2nj)).
Substituting coefﬁcients (15) into Eq. (9) results in:wðr; hÞ ¼ 2Gdp
P1
n¼1
Kn aR
2
1=rR
2
3
 nj
 ra=R23
 nj
þ R21=ra
 nj
 ðr=aÞnj
n o
cosnjh; R1 6 r 6 R2;
wðr; hÞ ¼ dp
P1
n¼1
Kn ðGþ 1Þ aR21=rR23
 nj
 ra=R23
 nj
þ R21=ra
 nj
 ðr=aÞnj
h in
ðG 1Þ aR22=rR23
 nj
 raR21=R22R23
 nj
þ R22=ra
 nj
 rR21=R22a
 njh io
cosnjh; R2 6 r 6 a;
wðr; hÞ ¼  dp
P1
n¼1
Kn ðGþ 1Þ rR21=aR23
 nj
þ ra=R23
 nj
 R21=ar
 nj
 ða=rÞnj
h in
ðG 1Þ rR22=aR23
 nj
þ raR21=R22R23
 nj
 R22=ra
 nj
 aR21=R22r
 njh io
cosnjh; a 6 r 6 R3:
ð16Þ
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P1
n¼1
nKn aR
2
1=rR
2
3
 nj
þ ra=R23
 nj
þ R21=ra
 nj
þ ðr=aÞnj
n o
cosnjh; R1 6 r 6 R2;
srz ¼  dG2ra
P1
n¼1
nKn ðGþ 1Þ aR21=rR23
 nj
þ ra=R23
 nj
þ R21=ra
 nj
þ ðr=aÞnj
h in
ðG 1Þ aR22=rR23
 nj
þ raR21=R22R23
 nj
þ R22=ra
 nj
þ rR21=aR22
 njh io
cosnjh; R2 6 r 6 a;
srz ¼  dG2ra
P1
n¼1
nKn Gþ 1ð Þ rR21=aR23
 nj
þ ra=R23
 nj
þ R21=ra
 nj
þ ða=rÞnj
h in
ðG 1Þ rR22=aR23
 nj
þ raR21=R22R23
 nj
þ R22=ra
 nj
þ aR21=R22r
 njh io
cosnjh; a 6 r 6 R3;
shz ¼  2dG2ra
P1
n¼1
nKn aR
2
1=rR
2
3
 nj
 ra=R23
 nj
þ R21=ra
 nj
 ðr=aÞnj
n o
sinnjh; R1 6 r 6 R2;
shz ¼  dG2ra
P1
n¼1
nKn ðGþ 1Þ aR21=rR23
 nj
 ra=R23
 nj
þ R21=ra
 nj
 ðr=aÞnj
h in
ðG 1Þ aR22=rR23
 nj
 raR21=R22R23
 nj
þ R22=ra
 nj
 rR21=R22a
 njh io
sinnjh; R2 6 r 6 a;
shz ¼ dG2ra
P1
n¼1
nKn ðGþ 1Þ rR21=aR23
 nj
þ ra=R23
 nj
 R21=ra
 nj
 ða=rÞnj
h in
ðG 1Þ rR22=aR23
 nj
þ raR21=R22R23
 nj
 R22=ra
 nj
 aR21=R22r
 njh io
sinnjh; a 6 r 6 R3:
ð17ÞFor a 6 r 6 R3 the stress component srz(r,h) is achieved by replacing r/a and a/r with each other in the relation of srz(r,h) for
R2 6 r 6 a. Analogously, for the stress component shz(r,h) similar changes are done for each region. Moreover the changed
terms will be multiplied by negative sign. Using the expansion ofnKn ¼ sinnjb
X1
m¼0
Xm
l¼0
X1
d¼0
ð1Þmþl ðG 1Þ
m
ðGþ 1Þmþ1
ðmþ dÞ!
l!d!ðm lÞ!
 
R2=R3ð Þ2m R1R3=R22
 2l
R1=R3ð Þ2d
 nj(see Appendix A of Ref. [14]). Next, the stress components (17) can be summed over the entire sector region, leading tosrz ¼ dG22ra
P1
m¼0
Pm
l¼0
P1
d¼0
Xmld p
m
ld ra=R
2
3;b h
 
þ pmld aR21=rR23;b h
 n
þpmldðr=a;b hÞ þ pmld R21=ra;b h
 
þ pmld ra=R23; bþ h
 
þ pmld aR21=rR23;bþ h
 
þpmldðr=a;bþ hÞ þ pmld R21=ra;bþ h
 o
; R1 6 r 6 R2;
srz ¼ dG24ra
P1
m¼0
Pm
l¼0
P1
d¼0
Xmld ðGþ 1Þ pmld ra=R23;b h
 
þ pmld aR21=rR23;b h
 hn
þpmldðr=a;b hÞ þ pmld R21=ra;b h
 
þ pmld ra=R23; bþ h
 
þ pmld R21a=rR23;bþ h
 
þpmldðr=a;bþ hÞ þ pmld R21=ra;bþ h
 i
 ðG 1Þ pmld raR21=R22R23;b h
 h
þpmld R22a=rR23;b h
 
þ pmld rR21=R22a; b h
 
þ pmld R22=ra;b h
 
þpmld raR21=R22R23;bþ h
 
þ pmld aR22=rR23;bþ h
 
þ pmld rR21=R22a; bþ h
 
þpmld R22=ra; bþ h
 io
; R2 6 r 6 a;
shz ¼ dG22ra
P1
m¼0
Pm
l¼0
P1
d¼0
Xmld q
m
ld ra=R
2
3; b h
 
 qmld aR21=rR23;b h
 n
þqmldðr=a;b hÞ  qmld R21=ra;b h
 
 qmld ra=R23;bþ h
 
þ qmld aR21=rR23;bþ h
 
qmldðr=a;bþ hÞ þ qmld R21=ra;bþ h
 o
; R1 6 r 6 R2;
shz ¼ dG24ra
P1
m¼0
Pm
l¼0
P1
d¼0
Xmld ðGþ 1Þ qmld ra=R23; b h
 
 qmld aR21=rR23;b h
 hn
þqmldðr=a;b hÞ  qmld R21=ra;b h
 
 qmld ra=R23;bþ h
 
þ qmld aR21=rR23;bþ h
 
qmldðr=a;bþ hÞ þ qmld R21=ra;bþ h
 i
 ðG 1Þ qmld raR21=R22R23;b h
 h
qmld R22a=rR23;b h
 
þ qmld rR21=R22a; b h
 
 qmld R22=ra;b h
 
qmld raR21=R22R23; bþ h
 
þ qmld R22a=rR23;bþ h
 
 qmld rR21=R22a;bþ h
 
þqmld R22=ra;bþ h
 io
; R2 6 r 6 a;
ð18Þ
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m
ðGþ1Þmþ1
ðmþdÞ!
l!d!ðmlÞ!
 
andpmldðx; h;j;R1;R2;R3Þ ¼
sinjh
cosh jLn R2=R3ð Þ2m R1R3=R22
 2l
R1=R3ð Þ2dx
  	
 cosjh
qmldðx; h;j;R1;R2;R3Þ ¼
sinh jLn R2=R3ð Þ2m R1R3=R22
 2l
R1=R3ð Þ2dx
  	
cosh
"
jLn R2=R3ð Þ2m R1R3=R22
 2l
R1=R3ð Þ2dx
 #
 cosjh
ð19ÞSimilarly for a 6 r 6 R3, the stress component srz(r,h) is attained by swapping r/a and a/r terms with each other in the relation
of srz(r,h) for R2 6 r 6 a. Analogously for stress component shz(r,h) similar changes can be done for each region. Moreover the
changed terms should be multiplied by a negative sign. For the sake of brevity, the constants j, R1, R2 and R3 were eliminated
from Eq. (18). There may be two reasons to rewrite stress component (17) in the form of Eq. (18). First, since l 6m and
ðR2=R3Þm R1R3=R22
 l
6 ðR1=R2Þm, the functions pmldðx; h;j;R1;R2;R3Þ and qmldðx; h;j;R1;R2;R3Þ converge very rapidly for larger
values of m, l and d. Also for a ﬁnite wedge,R1 = 0, the functions pmldðx; h;j;R1;R2;R3Þ and qmldðx; h;j;R1;R2;R3Þ are vanished
for all m, l,d– 0. Therefore, in the latter case the stress ﬁeld (18) can be simpliﬁed such that only the functions
p000ðx;j;R2;R3Þ and q000ðx; h;j;R2;R3Þ remain nonzero. It is worth adding that these functions are also vanished for x = 0.
The comparison of resultant stress ﬁeld for R1 = 0 and the one obtained by Faal et al. [15] shows an exact agreement. It is
worth mentioning that the dislocation deﬁnition in the above-mentioned reference was based on the use of straight cut
but here we use a circular cut to deﬁne the dislocation and despite their differences, the end result is the same. Simplicity
of the dislocation solution based on the circular cut, compared to a straight cut, may be of special interest. Next, to investi-
gate the behavior of stress ﬁelds at the dislocation position we change the coordinate system according to Fig. 1(a). The rela-
tionships between the two coordinates are written asr ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a2 þ q2 þ 2aq sin n
q
; h ¼ b sin1 q cos nﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a2 þ q2 þ 2aq sin n
p
 !
; 0 6 n 6 2p: ð20ÞSubstituting (20) into pmldðr=a; b h;j;R1;R2;R3Þ and qmldðr=a; b h;j;R1;R2;R3Þ and carrying out the necessary manipulations,
it is deduced thatp000ðr=a; b h;j;R1;R2;R3Þ 
2a
j cos n
1
q
; as q! 0; 0 6 n 6 2p;
q000ðr=a;b h;j;R1;R2;R3Þ 
2sinn
j cos2 n
1
q
; as q! 0; 0 6 n 6 2p:
ð21ÞAccording to the above relations we can conclude that ðsrz; shzÞ  1q as q? 0. Such Cauchy singularity was also previously
reported, e.g., by Weertman and Weertman [19], for the stress ﬁeld of two-dimensional isotropic media containing screw
dislocations. It has also been reported by Faal et al. [16,18] for the stress ﬁeld of an orthotropic strip and rectangular
containing screw dislocations.3. The dissimilar sector under traction
In this section we use the analysis framework of Section 2 and predict the anti-plane deformation of the dissimilar sector
under a point force/traction with a magnitude of s0 (Fig. 1(b)). For this problem, the boundary conditions (6) hold expect that
the ﬁrst two equations should be replaced byshzðr;0Þ ¼ shzðr;aÞ ¼ s0dðr  r0Þ; R2 6 r0 6 R3; ð22Þwhere d(. . .) is the Dirac delta function. An application of ﬁnite Fourier cosine transform (4) to Eq. (3) and using the boundary
conditions (22) leads tor2
o2Wðr;nÞ
or2
þ r oWðr; nÞ
or
 n2j2Wðr;nÞ ¼ 0; R1 6 r 6 R2;
r2
o2Wðr;nÞ
or2
þ r oWðr; nÞ
or
 n2j2Wðr;nÞ ¼ r
G2
ð1þ ð1Þnþ1Þs0dðr  r0Þ; R2 6 r 6 R3:
ð23Þ
R.T. Faal et al. / Applied Mathematical Modelling 37 (2013) 265–283 271Solving Eq. (23) as a Green function problem leads to seeking for a W(r,n) as followsWðr;nÞ ¼ C1rnj þ D1rnjR1 6 r 6 R2;
Wðr;nÞ ¼ C2rnj þ D2rnjR2 6 r 6 r0;
Wðr;nÞ ¼ C3rnj þ D3rnjr0 6 r 6 R3:
8><
>: ð24ÞThe continuity condition of displacement ﬁeld at r = r0 and r = R2 and also the continuity of stress at the interface of the two
sub-sectors implyW r0 ;n
  ¼W rþ0 ;n ;
W R2 ;n
  ¼W Rþ2 ;n ;
oW
or
R2 ;n
  ¼ G oW
or
Rþ2 ; n
 
:
ð25ÞAn application of the last two boundary conditions (6) and the continuity equations of (25) to (24), in view of Eq. (5),
givesC1R
nj
1 þ D1Rnj1 ¼ 0;
C3R
nj
3 þ D3Rnj3 ¼ 0;
C2rnj0 þ D2rnj0 ¼ C3rnj0 þ D3rnj0 ;
C1R
nj
2 þ D1Rnj2 ¼ C2Rnj2 þ D2Rnj2 ;
C1R
nj
2  D1Rnj2 ¼ G C2Rnj2  D2Rnj2
 
:
ð26ÞTo establish the other equation, we integrate Eq. (23) across the arc r = r0, givingZ rþ
0
r0
r2
o2Wðr;nÞ
or2
dr þ
Z rþ
0
r0
r
oWðr; nÞ
or
dr  n2j2
Z rþ
0
r0
Wðr;nÞdr ¼
Z rþ
0
r0
r
G2
ð1þ ð1Þnþ1Þs0dðr  r0Þdr: ð27ÞConsidering the fact that the displacement is continuous along the arcs r = r0 and making use of the integration by-parts, Eq.
(27) can be simpliﬁed tooW rþ0 ;n
 
or
 oW r

0 ;n
 
or
¼ s0
r0G2
½1þ ð1Þnþ1: ð28ÞThe application of conditions (28) to Eq. (24) leads toC3rnj0  D3rnj0
  C2rnj0  D2rnj0  ¼ s0njG2 ½1þ ð1Þnþ1: ð29ÞThe solution of Eqs. (26) and (29) results in the coefﬁcients C1, D1, C2 and D2 and substituting those into Eq. (24) and applying
the inverse transform (5) to the ensuing equations lead to the displacement ﬁeld aswðr; hÞ ¼ 2s0pG1
P1
n¼1
½1þ ð1Þnþ1Cnðr=r0Þnjððr0=R3Þ2nj  1Þð1 ðR1=rÞ2njÞ cosnjh; R1 6 r 6 R2;
wðr; hÞ ¼ s0pG2
P1
n¼1
½1þ ð1Þnþ1Cnðr=r0Þnjððr0=R3Þ2nj  1ÞfðGþ 1Þð1 ðR1=rÞ2njÞ
ðG 1ÞððR1=R2Þ2nj  ðR2=rÞ2njÞg cosnjh; R2 6 r 6 r0;
wðr; hÞ ¼ s0pG2
P1
n¼1
½1þ ð1Þnþ1Cnðr0=rÞnjððr=R3Þ2nj  1ÞfðGþ 1Þð1 ðR1=r0Þ2njÞ
ðG 1ÞððR1=R2Þ2nj  ðR2=r0Þ2njÞg cosnjh; r0 6 r 6 R3;
ð30ÞwhereCn ¼ 1=n½ðGþ 1Þð1 ðR1=R3Þ2njÞ þ ðG 1ÞððR2=R3Þ2nj  ðR1=R2Þ2njÞ ¼ Kn= sinnjb:
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P1
n¼1
nCn½1þ ð1Þnþ1 rr0=R23
 nj
 ðr=r0Þnj þ r0R21=rR23
 njn
 R21=r0r
 njo
cosnjh; R1 6 r 6 R2;
srzðr; hÞ ¼ s0ar
P1
n¼1
nCn½1þ ð1Þnþ1 ðGþ 1Þ rr0=R23
 nj
 ðr=r0Þnj
hn
þ r0R21=rR23
 nj
 R21=r0r
 nji
 ðG 1Þ rr0R21=R22R23
 nj
þ r0R22=rR23
 njh
 rR21=r0R22
 nj
 R22=r0r
 njio
cosnjh; R2 6 r 6 r0;
srzðr; hÞ ¼ s0ar
P1
n¼1
nCn½1þ ð1Þnþ1 ðGþ 1Þ rr0=R23
 nj
þ ðr0=rÞnj
hn
 rR21=r0R23
 nj
 R21=r0r
 nji
 ðG 1Þ rr0R21=R22R23
 nj
þ r0R21=rR22
 njh
 rR22=r0R23
 nj
 R22=r0r
 njio
cosnjh; r0 6 r 6 R3;
shzðr; hÞ ¼  2s0ar
P1
n¼1
nCn½1þ ð1Þnþ1 rr0=R23
 nj
 r0R21=rR23
 nj
 ðr=r0Þnj
n
þ R21=r0r
 njo
sinnjh; R1 6 r 6 R2;
shzðr; hÞ ¼  s0ar
P1
n¼1
nCn½1þ ð1Þnþ1 ðGþ 1Þ rr0=R23
 nj
 ðr=r0Þnj
hn
 r0R21=rR23
 nj
þ R21=r0r
 nji
 ðG 1Þ rr0R21=R22R23
 nj
 rR21=r0R22
 njh
 r0R22=rR23
 nj
þ R22=r0r
 njio
sinnjh; R2 6 r 6 r0;
shzðr; hÞ ¼  s0ar
P1
n¼1
nCn½1þ ð1Þnþ1 ðGþ 1Þ rr0=R23
 nj
 ðr0=rÞnj
hn
 rR21=r0R23
 nj
þ R21=r0r
 nji
 ðG 1Þ rr0R21=R22R23
 nj
 r0R21=rR22
 njh
 rR22=r0R23
 nj
þ R22=r0r
 njio
sinnjh; r0 6 r 6 R3:
ð31ÞAs before, for r0 6 r 6 R3, the stress component shz(r,h) is achieved by replacing r/r0 and r0/rwith each other in the relation of
shz (r,h) for R2 6 r 6 r0. Analogously for the stress component srz(r,h) similar changes are done for each region. Moreover the
changed terms will be multiplied by a negative sign. The term nCn is replaced by nKn/sinnjb and its series. The stress com-
ponents are summed up making use of the relation given in the Appendix A of [14]srzðr; hÞ ¼ s0ar
P1
m¼0
Pm
l¼0
P1
d¼0
Xmld q
m
ld rr0=R
2
3; h
 
 qmldðr=r0; hÞ þ qmld r0R21=rR23; h
 n
qmld R21=r0r; h
 
 qmld rr0=R23;a h
 
þ qmldðr=r0;a hÞ  qmld r0R21=rR23;a h
 
þqmld R21=r0r;a h
 o
; R1 6 r 6 R2;
srzðr; hÞ ¼ s02ar
P1
m¼0
Pm
l¼0
P1
d¼0
Xmld ðGþ 1Þ qmld rr0=R23; h
 
 qmldðr=r0; hÞ
hn
þqmld r0R21=rR23; h
 
 qmld R21=r0r; h
 
 qmld rr0=R23;a h
 
þ qmldðr=r0;a hÞ
qmld r0R21=rR23;a h
 
þ qmld R21=r0r;a h
 i
 ðG 1Þ qmld rr0R21=R22R23; h
 h
þqmld r0R22=rR23; h
 
 qmld rR21=r0R22; h
 
 qmld R22=r0r; h
 
qmld rr0R21=R22R23;a h
 
 qmld r0R22=rR23;a h
 
þ qmld rR21=r0R22;a h
 
þqmld R22=r0r;a h
 io
; R2 6 r 6 r0;
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P1
m¼0
Pm
l¼0
P1
d¼0
Xmld p
m
ld rr0=R
2
3; h
 
 pmld r0R21=rR23; h
 
 pmldðr=r0; hÞ
n
þpmld R21=r0r; h
 
þ pmld rr0=R23;a h
 
 pmld r0R21=rR23;a h
 
pmldðr=r0;a hÞ þ pmld R21=r0r;a h
 o
; R1 6 r 6 R2;
shzðr; hÞ ¼ s02ar
P1
m¼0
Pm
l¼0
P1
d¼0
Xmld ðGþ 1Þ pmld rr0=R23; h
 
 pmld r0R21=rR23; h
 hn
pmldðr=r0; hÞ þ pmld R21=r0r; h
 
þ pmld rr0=R23;a h
 
 pmld r0R21=rR23;a h
 
pmldðr=r0;a hÞ þ pmld R21=r0r;a h
 i
 G 1ð Þ pmld rr0R21=R22R23; h
 h
pmld rR21=r0R22; h
 
 pmld r0R22=rR23; h
 
þ pmld R22=r0r; h
 
þpmld rr0R21=R22R23;a h
 
 pmld rR21=r0R22;a h
 
 pmld r0R22=rR23;a h
 
þpmld R22=r0r;a h
 io
; R2 6 r 6 r0:
ð32ÞFor summarization, similar to Eq. (18), j, R1, R2 and R3 were eliminated from the arguments of functions pmld and q
m
ld . It can be
seen that the displacement and stress ﬁelds satisfy all the prescribed boundary and continuity conditions. For R1 = 0 and
G1 = G2, the Eq. (32) are simpliﬁed and the stress ﬁeld of Faal et al. [15] is achieved, which can validate the ensuing results
here. The local coordinates (r0,h0), Fig. 1(b), is moved to the load location as h = sin1(r0sinh0/r), 0 6 h0 6 p and
r ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r02 þ r20 þ 2r0r0 cos h0
q
. Using this transformation we deduce that (srz,shz)  1/r0 near the traction s0, i.e., r0 ? 0. Such kind
of load singularity has been already reported in elasticity text books (for example, see [20]). Choosing a similar local coor-
dinates in the sector corners, it is straightforward to show that the stress is not singular. These observations can also be mod-
eled using a rectangular wedge apex which is not singular, as reported by Kargarnovin et al. [5] for isotropic wedge corners.
4. The dissimilar sector with multiple cracks and cavities
The dislocation solutions accomplished in Section 3 may now be used to analyze sectors with multiple defects consist of
cracks and cavities. The cavities are considered as closed-curve cracks without singularity. Consequently, the analysis resem-
bles that of Faal et al. [14–16,18] but with overriding the crack singularity. We consider a sector weakened by Mcavities,
N1 embedded cracks, and N2 edge cracks which all defects are located at sector 2 (R2 6 r 6 R3). Henceforth, we designate
cavities, embedded cracks, and edge cracks with the respective subscriptsi 2 f1;2; . . . ;Mg;
j 2 fM þ 1;M þ 2; . . . ;M þ N1g;
k 2 fM þ N1 þ 1;M þ N1 þ 2; . . . ;M þ N1 þ N2g;where N =M + N1 + N2 and represents the total number of defects. The anti-plane traction on the surface of ith defect,
i = 1,2, . . . ,N, Fig. 2, in terms of stress components in polar coordinates becomesstzðri; hiÞ ¼ shzðri; hiÞ sin/i þ srzðri; hiÞ cos/i;
snzðri; hiÞ ¼ shzðri; hiÞ cos/i  srzðri; hiÞ sin/i;
ð33ÞFig. 2. Schematic view of a dissimilar sector with the ith defect.
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Suppose dislocations with unknown density Bzj(rj) are distributed on the inﬁnitesimal segment at the boundary of the jth
defect. The traction on the surface of the ith defect due to the presence of the foregoing distribution of dislocations, utilizing
(33) and (18), leads tosnzðri; hiÞ ¼ BzjðrjÞG24ria
P1
m¼0
Pm
l¼0
P1
d¼0
Xmld ðGþ 1Þ qmld rirj=R23; hj  hi
 hnh
qmld rjR21=riR23; hj  hi
 
þ qmldðri=rj; hj  hiÞ  qmld R21=rirj; hj  hi
 
qmld rirj=R23; hj þ hi
 
þ qmld rjR21=riR23; hj þ hi
 
 qmld ri=rj; hj þ hi
 
þqmld R21=rirj; hj þ hi
 i
 ðG 1Þ qmld rirjR21=R22R23; hj  hi
 h
qmld R22rj=riR23; hj  hi
 
þ qmld riR21=R22rj; hj  hi
 
 qmld R22=rirj; hj  hi
 
qmld rirjR21=R22R23; hj þ hi
 
þ qmld R22rj=riR23; hj þ hi
 
 qmld riR21=R22rj; hj þ hi
 
þqmld R22=rirj; hj þ hi
 io
cosui  ðGþ 1Þ pmld rirj=R23; hj  hi
 hn
þpmld rjR21=riR23; hj  hi
 
þ pmld ri=rj; hj  hi
 þ pmld R21=rirj; hj  hi 
þpmld rirj=R23; hj þ hi
 
þ pmld rjR21=riR23; hj þ hi
 
þ pmldðri=rj; hj þ hiÞ
þpmld R21=rirj; hj þ hi
 i
 ðG 1Þ pmld rirjR21=R22R23; hj  hi
 h
þpmld R22rj=riR23; hj  hi
 
þ pmld riR21=R22rj; hj  hi
 
þ pmld R22=rirj; hj  hi
 
þpmld rirjR21=R22R23; hj þ hi
 
þ pmld R22rj=riR23; hj þ hi
 
þ pmld riR21=R22rj; hj þ hi
 
þpmld R22=rirj; hj þ hi
 io
sinui
i ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðdrjÞ2 þ ðrjdhjÞ2
q
; R2 6 ri 6 rj;
snzðri; hiÞ ¼ BzjðrjÞG24ria
P1
m¼0
Pm
l¼0
P1
d¼0
Xmld ðGþ 1Þ qmld rirj=R23; hj  hi
 hnh
þqmld riR21=rjR23; hj  hi
 
 qmldðrj=ri; hj  hiÞ  qmld R21=rirj; hj  hi
 
qmld rirj=R23; hj þ hi
 
 qmld riR21=rjR23; hj þ hi
 
þ qmldðrj=ri; hj þ hiÞ
þqmld R21=rirj; hj þ hi
 i
 ðG 1Þ qmld rirjR21=R22R23; hj  hi
 h
þqmld riR22=rjR23; hj  hi
 
 qmld rjR21=R22ri; hj  hi
 
 qmld R22=rirj; hj  hi
 
qmld rirjR21=R22R23; hj þ hi
 
 qmld riR22=rjR23; hj þ hi
 
þ qmld rjR21=R22ri; hj þ hi
 
þqmld R22=rirj; hj þ hi
 io
cosui  ðGþ 1Þ pmld rirj=R23; hj  hi
 hn
þpmld riR21=rjR23; hj  hi
 
þ pmldðrj=ri; hj  hiÞ þ pmld R21=rirj; hj  hi
 
þpmld rirj=R23; hj þ hi
 
þ pmld riR21=rjR23; hj þ hi
 
þ pmldðrj=ri; hj þ hiÞ
þpmld R21=rirj; hj þ hi
 i
 ðG 1Þ pmld rirjR21=R22R23; hj  hi
 h
þpmld R22ri=rjR23; hj  hi
 
þ pmld rjR21=R22ri; hj  hi
 
þ pmld R22=rirj; hj  hi
 
þpmld rirjR21=R22R23; hj þ hi
 
þ pmld R22ri=rjR23; hj þ hi
 
þ pmld rjR21=R22ri; hj þ hi
 
þpmld R22=rirj; hj þ hi
 io
sinui
i ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðdrjÞ2 þ ðrjdhjÞ2
q
; rj 6 ri 6 R3:
ð34ÞCovering the boundary of defects by dislocations, the principle of superposition may be invoked to obtain traction on the
surface of defects. Eq. (34) are integrated on the boundary of defects and the resultant tractions are superimposed. The inte-
gration of Eq. (34) may be facilitated by describing the conﬁguration of cavities in a parametric form. As an example, for an
elliptical cavity with the major and minor semi-axes ai and bi, respectively (see [15]), the parameter 1 6 s 6 1 is chosen and
the following change of variables is employed.
1 If a
to exter
uncrack
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h in
2aibidi cos psþxsi þ wsið Þ=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b2i cos2ðpsþxsiÞ þ a2i sin2ðpsþxsiÞ
q 1
2
;
hiðsÞ ¼ tan1 di sinðbiÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b2i cos2ðpsþxsiÞ þ a2i sin2ðpsþxsiÞ
q
aibi sinðpsþxsi þ wsi þ biÞ di cosðbiÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b2i cos2ðpsþxsiÞ þ a2i sin2ðpsþxsiÞ
q
 aibi cosðpsþxsi þ wsi þ biÞ
 	 
;
/iðsÞ ¼ tan1½riðsÞh0iðsÞ=r0iðsÞ;
ð35Þwhere (di,bi) is the coordinate of the cavity center and /i(s) is the angle between a tangent to the surface of the cavity and the
radial direction ri(s). Alsoxsi is the angle specifying the starting point and wsi is the orientation angle of the major axis. In Eq.
(35), the prime sign designates a differentiation with respect to the argument. The traction on the surface of the ith defect in
the sector containing Ndefects may be expressed assnzðriðsÞ; hiðsÞÞ ¼
XN
j¼1
Z 1
1
bzjðtÞkijðs; tÞdt; 1 6 s 6 1; i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;N; ð36Þwhere bzj(t) is the dislocation density on the non-dimensional length of the boundary of the jth defect. The above kernel
kij(s, t) in light of Eq. (34) is obtained in the Appendix A. The functions p000ðriðsÞ=rjðtÞ; hjðtÞ  hiðsÞÞ and q000ðriðsÞ=rjðtÞ;
hjðtÞ  hiðsÞÞ are singular for i = j as t? s. Hence, we may conclude that kij (s, t) has the Cauchy-type singularity for i = j as
t? s. By virtue of Bueckner’s principle,1 the left-hand side of Eq. (36), after changing the sign, is the traction caused by the
external loading on the sector without defect at the presumed boundary of cavities or crack border. The applied traction on sec-
tor with multiple defects is taken to be as Eq. (22) and the stress components as Eq. (32). Utilizing Eqs. (32) and (33), the traction
which should be applied on the surface of the ith defect is obtained (Appendix B).
For R1– 0, all the three summations onm, l and d remain nonzero. By increasing the value of indexesm, l and d, the func-
tions pmldðx; h;j;R1;R2;R3Þ and qmldðx; h;j;R1;R2;R3Þ decrease rapidly and a fast convergence over these summations is ob-
tained. Employing the deﬁnition of dislocation density function, the equation for crack opening displacement across the
jth crack iswþj ðsÞ wj ðsÞ ¼
Z s
1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r0jðtÞ
 2
þ ðrjðtÞh0jðtÞÞ2
r
bzjðtÞdt; 1 6 s 6 1; j ¼ 1;2; . . . ;N: ð37ÞThe uniqueness requirement of displacement ﬁeld on the surfaces of cavities and crack borders impliesZ 1
1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r0jðtÞ
 2
þ ðrjðtÞh0jðtÞÞ2
r
bzjðtÞdt ¼ 0; 1 6 s 6 1; j ¼ 1;2; . . . ;M þ N1: ð38ÞThe Cauchy singular integral Eqs. (36) and (38) are solved simultaneously to determine the dislocation density functions. As
addressed earlier, cavities are deﬁned as closed curved cracks with bounded dislocation density at both ends of the cracks.
Thus, for 1 6 t 6 1, j = 1,2, . . . ,M the dislocation density functions for cavities are expressed asbzjðtÞ ¼ gzjðtÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 t2
p
: ð39ÞThe stress ﬁeld for the embedded crack is singular at the crack tips with square root singularity; see for instance [21]. Thus,
the dislocation density functions are represented 1 6 t 6 1, j =M + 1,2, . . . ,M + N1 asbzjðtÞ ¼ gzjðtÞ=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 t2
p
: ð40ÞThe SIFs for the ith crack in terms of crack opening displacement are as [22]kIIILi ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
4
G2 lim
rLi!0
wþðsÞ wðsÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rLi
p ; kIIIRi ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
4
G2 lim
rRi!0
wþðsÞ wðsÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rRi
p ð41Þfor i =M + 1,2, . . . ,N, where r is the distance from the crack tip. Setting the points Li and Ri on the surface of the crack, as
shown in Fig. 2, yieldsrLi ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðriðsÞÞ2 þ ðrið1ÞÞ2  2riðsÞrið1Þ cosðhiðsÞ  hið1ÞÞ
q
;
rRi ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðriðsÞÞ2 þ ðrið1ÞÞ2  2riðsÞrið1Þ cosðhiðsÞ  hið1ÞÞ
q
:
ð42Þcracked body includes forces applied to the crack surfaces to close it (or slide for the modes II and III of fracture mechanics), while the body is subjected
nal loading or prescribed displacements on its boundary, the applied forces to the crack surfaces must be equivalent to the stress distribution in an
ed body of the same geometry subject to the same external loading.
276 R.T. Faal et al. / Applied Mathematical Modelling 37 (2013) 265–283Substituting Eq. (40) into Eq. (37) and substituting the resultant equation and Eq. (42) into (41) and ﬁnally employing the
L’Hopital’s rule, yields the stress intensity factors for embedded cracks askIIILi ¼ 12G2 r
0
ið1Þ
 2 þ rið1Þh0ið1Þ 2h i14gzið1Þ;
kIIIRi ¼ 12G2 r
0
ið1Þ
 2 þ rið1Þh0ið1Þ 2h i14gzið1Þ;
ð43Þwhere i =M + 1,2, . . . ,M + N1. For edge cracks, taking the embedded crack tip at t = 1, for 1 6 t 6 1, j =M + N1 + 1,
M + N1 + 2, . . . ,N, we obtainbzjðtÞ ¼ gzjðtÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð1 tÞ=ð1þ tÞ
p
: ð44ÞAnalogously, for an edge crack the stress intensity factor iskIIILi ¼ G2 r0ið1Þ
 2 þ rið1Þh0ið1Þ 2h i14gzið1Þ; ð45Þwhere i =M + N1 + 1,M + N1 + 2, . . . ,N. The anti-plane strain components on the surface of the ith defect, i = 1,2, . . . ,N, Fig. 2, in
terms of strain components in polar coordinates becomesctzðri; hiÞ ¼ chzðri; hiÞ sin/i þ crzðri; hiÞ cos/i;
cnzðri; hiÞ ¼ chzðri; hiÞ cos/i  crzðri; hiÞ sin/i:
ð46ÞSubstituting strain components crz = srz/G and chz = shz/G into above in view of Eq. (33) and using the fact that the ith cavity
surface is traction free (snz(ri,hi) = 0), givesctzðri; hiÞ ¼ stzðri; hiÞ=G2: ð47Þ
The calculation of hoop stress on the surface of cavities is accomplished by employing the deﬁnition of dislocation density
function, i.e. ctz(ri(s),hi(s)) = bzi(s) and Eq. (47) as follows.stzðriðsÞ; hiðsÞÞ ¼ G2bziðsÞ; 1 6 s 6 1; i ¼ 1;2; . . . ;M: ð48Þ5. Results and discussion
Firstly, for validation purposes, for an isotropic inﬁnite wedge (G = 1, R1 = 0, R2? 0 and R3?1) weakened by two equal-
sized radial cracks bisecting the apex angle we reexamined the solution procedure. The distances between the each crack
center and wedge apex are d1 = l/10 and d2 = 3l/10, respectively, where the applied traction is patch load on the two wedge
edges with the length l = 0.1 m. The plot of dimensionless stress intensity factors (k/k0) against the dimensionless crack
length (crack length/l) are depicted in Fig. 3. The dimensionless stress intensity factors (k/k0) determined by the present ap-
proach were in a good agreement with the results in Fig. 4 of the work by Faal et al. [14].Fig. 3. Dimensionless stress intensity factors for two radial cracks with the traction–traction boundary condition.
R.T. Faal et al. / Applied Mathematical Modelling 37 (2013) 265–283 277Validation of the numerical results is also carried out by considering an isotropic half-plane containing a radial crack with
changing orientation. The boundary of half-plane is traction free and a constant anti-plane traction is applied on the crack
surfaces. The dimensionless stress intensity factors determined by the present approach are in complete agreement with the
results in Tables 1 and 3 of the work by Erdogan and Gupta [23].
The analysis developed in the above section allows the consideration of a dissimilar sector with an arbitrary number of
defects. These defects can be cavities and embedded as well as edge cracks with different orientations which are located at
the sub-sector 2. Let us consider a dissimilar sector with R3 = 2R1 and the sector angle a ¼ 2p3 . In the following examples,
shear moduli of the sub-sectors 1 and 2 are taken to be G1 = 77 GPa and G2 = 29 GPa, respectively, which is representative
of a steel-aluminum sector. The applied traction is patch load with the magnitude of s0 which is distributed on the sub-sector
2 straight edges.
Example 1. Assume a dissimilar sector weakened by one elliptical cavity with major and minor semi-axes a = 0.3R1 and
b = 0.1R1, respectively, Fig. 4. The major axis of the cavity is on the line bisecting the sector. The angle h on the cavity is
measured from the minor axis in the counter-clockwise direction. Fig. 4 depicts the variation of dimensionless hoop stress onFig. 4. Dimensionless hoop stress for a cavity in a dissimilar sector versus h for different coating thicknesses (stiff coating case in Example 1).
Fig. 5. Dimensionless hoop stress for a cavity in a dissimilar sector versus h for different weaker coating thicknesses (weak coating case in Example 1).
278 R.T. Faal et al. / Applied Mathematical Modelling 37 (2013) 265–283the surface of the cavity with its center being at the distance d = 1.6R1 from the center of the circular sector edges. The graphs
are plotted for four different ratios of R2/R1. In this case, the sub-sector 1 behaves like a coating of sub-sector 2. As it can be
seen from Fig. 4 the hoop stresses on the cavity decrease as the sector 1 (coating) thickness increases. Next, we swapped the
sub-sectors materials and plotted the variation of hoop stress for different coating thicknesses, Fig. 5. Similarly increasing the
coating thickness reduced the hoop stress levels in the cavity but in comparison with the earlier case, higher hoop stresses
were observed. Consequently, we may conclude that the existence of cavity in the weaker sector with stiffer coating reduces
the hoop stress.Example 2. In this example we consider two circular cracks which one of them being embedded and the other as an edge
crack, both parallel with the sector circular edges. The embedded crack center is ﬁxed and located at the point (1.7R1,p/6).
The applied traction is a patch load with the magnitude of s0 which is distributed on the sub-sector 2 straight edges, except
for the small region with the length 0.1R1 around the nonsingular edge crack tip. Fig. 6 shows the variations of nondimen-Fig. 6. Variation of dimensionless stress intensity factor on the sector with respect to l/R1(Example 2).
Fig. 7. Variation of dimensionless stress intensity factor on the sectors with respect to l/R1 for circular crack (Example 3).
R.T. Faal et al. / Applied Mathematical Modelling 37 (2013) 265–283 279sionalized stress intensity factors, k/k0 of the crack tips against l/R1 where l is the half length of embedded circular crack and
also the edge crack length; k0 ¼ s0
ﬃ
l
p
. The variation of SIF on the crack tip L1 is negligible whereas it increases rapidly when
approaching the crack tips R1, L2 (except that for the crack tip L2 where the SIF initially decreases and then increases). The SIF
of tip L1 would have increased by the crack length enlargement, and decreased by departing from the loading, eventually
leading to a negligible SIF. For the tip L2, the SIF ﬁrstly decreases because it departs from the loading and then increases
because of the crack length growth and approaching the tip R1.Example 3. Now we consider a dissimilar sector weakened by a circular embedded crack and a circular cavity with the
radius of R = 0.1R1. The cavity center is located on the bisector of sector angle at the distance of d = 1.65R1 from the center
of the sector circular edges. Also the circular crack arc is parallel with the circular edges of the sector with a radius of
d = 1.65R1. The center of the circular crack is ﬁxed at a point with the coordinate (d,51p/180). The sub-sector 1 (coating)Fig. 8. Variation of dimensionless hoop stress for a cavity in the dissimilar sector (Example 3).
Fig. 9. Variation of dimensionless stress intensity factor with l/R1.
280 R.T. Faal et al. / Applied Mathematical Modelling 37 (2013) 265–283thickness is chosen to be R2 = 1.3R1 and also R3 = 2R2. The patch loads are distributed on the sector straight edges. Fig. 7
shows the dimensionless stress intensity factors,k/k0, for the crack tips versus the dimensionless crack length l/R1 where
k0 ¼ s0
ﬃ
l
p
. As the crack tip approaches the circular cavity, k/k0 at the tip R1 increases rapidly. It is worth noticing that when
the crack length grows up, the SIFs of the two tips increase and also the SIF of the tip L1 is higher than that of the tip R1
because of approaching the loading path. Fig. 8 depicts the dimensionless hoop stress on the surface of the cavity versus
h for l ¼ p36d. The highest values of dimensionless hoop stress on the surface of the cavity belongs to the point which is in
the nearest distance of crack tip R1.Example 4. The last example contains a sector (R2 = 2R1, R3 = 3R1) weakened by two equally-sized radial cracks bisecting
the sector angle. The distance between the centers of cracks is 0.5R1 and the distance from the center of circular edges
to the center of the ﬁrst crack is d1 = 1.25R1. Fig. 9 shows the normalized SIF, k/k0 of the crack tips against l/R1 where l is
the half length of the embedded radial cracks and k0 ¼ s0
ﬃ
l
p
. As can be seen from Fig. 9, the SIF increases rapidly as the
distance between the cracktips decreases. The formation of regions with a high stress level is attributed to the interac-
tion of geometric singularities. Moreover, the slow reduction of other crack tips versus the crack length may be note
worthy.Fig. 10. Contour of dimensionless stress component shz/s0, in the whole sector.
Fig. 11. Contour of dimensionless stress component srz/s0, in the whole sector.
R.T. Faal et al. / Applied Mathematical Modelling 37 (2013) 265–283 281Example 5. To further demonstrate the feasibility of the presented methodology for practical problems, we plot the stress
distributions of the entire domain as shown in Figs. 10 and 11. Two point tractions are considered at r0 = 0.75R3. In Fig. 10 the
stress concentration around the application point of traction is clearly noticed. Also the stress continuity in the interface
region, for the component srz can be realized.6. Concluding remarks
A solution of problem of dissimilar sector with Volterra-type screw dislocation was obtained in terms of two new deﬁnite
functions. Consequently, the stress ﬁeld in a dissimilar sector under traction on the straight edges of one of the sub-sectors
was given in a compact form, in which the load and geometric singularity of stress ﬁeld can be shown. The dislocation den-
sity on the cracks surfaces is obtainable by solving a set of integral equations of Cauchy singular type. Finally, the distributed
dislocation technique was used to solve dissimilar sector problems with multiple cracks and cavities with smooth geome-
tries. The calculated SIF and hoop stresses are non-dimensionalized with respect to a parameter including the loading s0. It is
assumed that the loading s0 is not larger than the critical loading of the material and, hence, assumptions of the linear elastic
fracture mechanics are considered valid.
The presented examples on the embedded and edge cracks as well as cavities revealed that:
(1) The normalized SIF of the crack tips increases rapidly as they approach each other or cavities or loading points.
(2) The SIF at crack tips and dimensionless hoop stress on the cavity surfaces are reduced with increasing the coating
thickness or the undamaged sub-sector thickness.
(3) The SIF of a crack tip that is closer to a circular cavity increases as the crack approaches the cavity boundary. Also the
largest value of dimensionless hoop stress is obtained at the points of cavity boundary with a minimum curvature,
which are in the nearest distances of inner sub-sector circular edges. The latter is because of the presence of regions
with a high stress concentration. A similar trend of the dimensionless hoop stress with a higher magnitude was
observed on the cavity of the dissimilar sector with a stiffer coating. Moreover, the SIF and hoop stress for a ﬁnite
wedge are higher than those for sector because of the singularity of the ﬁnite wedge apex (for some apex angle) while
the sector corners are not singular.
In Summary, the SIF of crack tips in dissimilar sectors can depend on critical factors such as the distance of the crack tip
from the load and also the sharpest points of cavities and sub-sector thicknesses. The individual and combined effects of
these factors on SIF can be evaluated for different sector problems following the analytical solution provided in this
work.
Appendix A. Kernels of the integral equationskijðs; tÞ ¼ G24ria
P1
m¼0
Pm
l¼0
P1
d¼0
Xmld ðGþ 1Þ qmld rirj=R23; hj  hi
 
 qmld rjR21=riR23; hj  hi
 hnh
þqmldðri=rj; hj  hiÞ  qmld R21=rirj; hj  hi
 
 qmld rirj=R23; hj þ hi
 
þ qmld rjR21=riR23; hj þ hi
 
qmldðri=rj; hj þ hiÞ þ qmld R21=rirj; hj þ hi
 i
 ðG 1Þ qmld rirjR21=R22R23; hj  hi
 h
qmld rjR22=riR23; hj  hi
 
þ qmld riR21=R22rj; hj  hi
 
 qmld R22=rirj; hj  hi
 
qmld rirjR21=R22R23; hj þ hi
 
þ qmld rjR22=riR23; hj þ hi
 
 qmld riR21=R22rj; hj þ hi
 
þqmld R22=rirj; hj þ hi
 io
cosui  ðGþ 1Þ pmld rirj=R23; hj  hi
 
þ pmld rjR21=riR23; hj  hi
 hn
þpmldðri=rj; hj  hiÞ þ pmld R21=rirj; hj  hi
 
þ pmld rirj=R23; hj þ hi
 
þ pmld rjR21=riR23; hj þ hi
 
þpmldðri=rj; hj þ hiÞ þ pmld R21=rirj; hj þ hi
 i
 ðG 1Þ pmld rirjR21=R22R23; hj  hi
 h
þpmld rjR22=riR23; hj  hi
 
þ pmld riR21=R22rj; hj  hi
 
þ pmld R22=rirj; hj  hi
 
þpmld rirjR21=R22R23; hj þ hi
 
þ pmld rjR22=riR23; hj þ hi
 
þ pmld riR21=R22rj; hj þ hi
 
þpmld R22=rirj; hj þ hi
 io
sinui
i ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðrjÞ2 þ ðrjhjÞ2
q
; R2 6 ri 6 rj;
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P1
m¼0
Pm
l¼0
P1
d¼0
Xmld ðGþ 1Þ qmld rirj=R23; hj  hi
 
þ qmld riR21=rjR23; hj  hi
 hnh
qmldðrj=ri; hj  hiÞ  qmld R21=rirj; hj  hi
 
 qmld rirj=R23; hj þ hi
 
 qmld riR21=rjR23; hj þ hi
 
þqmldðrj=ri; hj þ hiÞ þ qmld R21=rirj; hj þ hi
 i
 ðG 1Þ qmld rirjR21=R22R23; hj  hi
 h
þqmld riR22=rjR23; hj  hi
 
 qmld rjR21=R22ri; hj  hi
 
 qmld R22=rirj; hj  hi
 
qmld rirjR21=R22R23; hj þ hi
 
 qmld riR22=rjR23; hj þ hi
 
þ qmld rjR21=R22ri; hj þ hi
 
þqmld R22=rirj; hj þ hi
 io
cosui  ðGþ 1Þ pmld rirj=R23; hj  hi
 
þ pmld riR21=rjR23; hj  hi
 hn
þpmldðrj=ri; hj  hiÞ þ pmld R21=rirj; hj  hi
 
þ pmld rirj=R23; hj þ hi
 
þ pmld riR21=rjR23; hj þ hi
 
þpmldðrj=ri; hj þ hiÞ þ pmld R21=rirj; hj þ hi
 i
 ðG 1Þ pmld rirjR21=R22R23; hj  hi
 h
þpmld riR22=rjR23; hj  hi
 
þ pmld rjR21=R22ri; hj  hi
 
þ pmld R22=rirj; hj  hi
 
þpmld rirjR21=R22R23; hj þ hi
 
þ pmld riR22=rjR23; hj þ hi
 
þ pmld rjR21=R22ri; hj þ hi
 
þpmld R22=rirj; hj þ hi
 io
sinui
i ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðrjÞ2 þ ðrjhjÞ2
q
; rj 6 ri 6 R3:Appendix B. Traction on the surface of the ith defectsnzðri; hiÞ ¼  s02ari
P1
m¼0
Pm
l¼0
P1
d¼0
Xmld ðGþ 1Þ pmld rir0=R23; hi
 hnh
pmld r0R21=riR23; hi
 
 pmldðri=r0; hiÞ þ pmld R21=r0ri; hi
 
þ pmld rir0=R23;a hi
 
pmld r0R21=riR23;a hi
 
 pmldðri=r0;a hiÞ þ pmld R21=r0ri;a hi
 i
ðG 1Þ pmld rir0R21=R22R23; hi
 
 pmld riR21=r0R22; hi
 
 pmld r0R22=riR23; hi
 h
þpmld R22=r0ri; hi
 
þ pmld rir0R21=R22R23;a hi
 
 pmld riR21=r0R22;a hi
 
pmld r0R22=riR23;a hi
 
þ pmld R22=r0ri;a hi
 io
cosui  ðGþ 1Þ qmld rir0=R23; hi
 hn
qmldðri=r0; hiÞ þ qmld r0R21=riR23; hi
 
 qmld R21=r0ri; hi
 
 qmld rir0=R23;a hi
 
þqmldðri=r0;a hiÞ  qmld r0R21=riR23;a hi
 
þ qmld R21=r0ri;a hi
 i
ðG 1Þ qmld rir0R21=R22R23; hi
 
þ qmld R22r0=riR23; hi
 
 qmld riR21=r0R22; hi
 h
qmld R22=r0ri; hi
 
 qmld rir0R21=R22R23;a hi
 
 qmld r0R22=riR23;a hi
 
þqmld riR21=r0R22;a hi
 
þ qmld R22=r0ri;a hi
 io
sinui
i
; R2 6 ri 6 r0;
snzðri; hiÞ ¼  s02ari
P1
m¼0
Pm
l¼0
P1
d¼0
Xmld ðGþ 1Þ pmld rir0=R23; hi
 hnh
pmld riR21=r0R23; hi
 
 pmldðr0=ri; hiÞ þ pmld R21=r0ri; hi
 
þ pmld rir0=R23;a hi
 
pmld riR21=r0R23;a hi
 
 pmldðr0=ri;a hiÞ þ pmld R21=r0ri;a hi
 i
ðG 1Þ pmld rir0R21=R22R23; hi
 
 pmld r0R21=riR22; hi
 
 pmld riR22=r0R23; hi
 h
þpmld R22=r0ri; hi
 
þ pmld rir0R21=R22R23;a hi
 
 pmld r0R21=riR22;a hi
 
pmld riR22=r0R23;a hi
 
þ pmld R22=rir0;a hi
 io
cosui  ðGþ 1Þ qmld rir0=R23; hi
 hn
þqmldðr0=ri; hiÞ  qmld riR21=r0R23; hi
 
 qmld R21=r0ri; hi
 
 qmld rir0=R23;a hi
 
qmldðr0=ri;a hiÞ þ qmld riR21=r0R23;a hi
 
þ qmld R21=r0ri;a hi
 i
ðG 1Þ qmld rir0R21=R22R23; hi
 
 qmld riR22=r0R23; hi
 
þ qmld r0R21=riR22; hi
 h
qmld R22=r0ri; hi
 
 qmld rir0R21=R22R23;a hi
 
þ qmld riR22=r0R23;a hi
 
qmld r0R21=riR22;a hi
 
þ qmld R22=r0ri;a hi
 io
sinui
i
; r0 6 ri 6 R3
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